
Sunday, February 6, 2022

Carol B, Barrie, Esther, Robin, Cyril, Delphine, Dave R, Bethann R,, James H, Natasha H,  Tim W Jenn W, 
, Jon S, Julie S,Stuart, R, Cindy R  R, Darwin, Vicki M, Ray M Deanna C, Andrea M, Mark H, Scott W. 
Tim M, Kelli F, Teddy, Harmony M, Wesley B,  Charlene J (on phone), Tori K, Sharon K, Jonathan King, 
DawnMarie K, Laura O 	 	 	 


Transition Team 
Demographics

Oldest members-Robin & Delphine 1944

Newest members. - Stuart & Cindy Rogers

Church started 1917


We need to be able to help people step into the stream. 


Who are we? 
Adaptable, warm & welcoming, approachable, mission orientated, try to make a difference, 
Jesus focus, disconnected, reconnecting,  hopeful, sometimes conflictual church


What makes this congregation meaningful to you? 
History with people, 

Wisdom of others and their walk with Christ, 

Feel cared for

Authentic, Genuine

Felt like home

Culturally diverse group


Why invest your faith energy here? 
Relationships, family, potential to be more than we are,


What has been most challenging over last 2 years? 
Disconnected from larger group

In person fellowship

Not many opportunities to learn- book studies, classes



Basic principles for group (ground rules) see handout 
Process more important than outcome

This team is Not just a task force,  but a spiritual formation for church. 

Better listening

Be curious- instead of taking a side, step outside your box and be curious 

Participation- all voices welcome and equal

Multiple options for expressing ideas- large group, small group, 
questionnaires, etc. 

Encourage disagreement- will talk about it, not avoid if there are differing 
views

	 it is ok to not be at same place as others

	 we need OUR best thinking to move forward, 

If we end up in discussion that is hard we put it away for a bit.(time out)   

There needs to be Openness with information, transparency, no surprises

Assume good intent- hear each other (did you mean?) see side note➡ 

Recognize difficulty of communication

Crazy ideas are not shot down




Have right conversations with the right people

The church needs to Equip itself not for the world we think it is, but the world it actually 
is.  
We are in a culture where most of the world does not share our world view.

We are trying to practise the things we deeply believe about Christian community.

What is at stake is the ability for the congregation to make a difference in the world.

What does it mean to be salt & light today?


If going as an ambassador to a different country: what do you do? 

Learn Language , study culture, prayer, the needs of the people you are going to, check heart 
and make sure going for right reason, expect people you are going to to teach you more then 
you teach them. Connected to culture of heaven(love peace joy).

When looking at the world in our back yard the same needs to be done.

We will not be creative if we are anxious, so do our best to remember God’s got us.


Love people in front of us, taking care of needs we see


Pathways of growth in church- places for all people who are at different levels -

 More holistic ways of living life together

Logical pathway for functional structure


Questions we need to answer 
Who are we? 

What needs to change? Or be reinforced 

What missions or ministries are right in front of us?

What forms or structures might we need to fill God’s structure in the future?

Where are we? Sociologically where are we?


Question brought forward 
Relationship to elders-

	 who makes final decision- this team or elders?


The meetings ahead 
Meet once a month in  group, small group in between


History work- Far history and Ray to present history

	 see how God has been preparing us, shaping us 


Demographics work - who is in Regina


Homework this month.  
Until we meet again - Pray everyday “show us what to do” “show what is next”  be still 

Who do you envision this church to be? Who do you think God is calling us to be.
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